Front Mesh Door - SR Series

**MODEL CODE** | **RU** | **WIDTH**
--- | --- | ---
RMFD22-600 | 22RU | 600mm
RMFD27-600 | 27RU | 600mm
RMFD37-600 | 37RU | 600mm
RMFD42-600 | 42RU | 600mm
RMFD42-800 | 42RU | 800mm
RMFD47-600 | 47RU | 600mm
RMFD47-800 | 47RU | 800mm

New

19" Fixed Shelf w/Mounting Ears

**MODEL CODE** | **DEPTH**
--- | ---
RAFSM-350 | 350mm
RAFSM-550 | 550mm
RAFSM-650 | 650mm
RAFSM-710 | 710mm

Fixed shelf with mounting ears, adjustable up to 55mm at each end. Universal to fit any cabinet style. 4x cage nuts included. Loading capacity 60kg.

Vertical Cable Tray

**MODEL CODE** | **RU** | **WIDTH**
--- | --- | ---
RACT37-200 | 37RU | 200mm
RACT42-200 | 42RU | 200mm
RACT45-200 | 45RU | 200mm
RACT47-200 | 47RU | 200mm

Vertical cable trays installed on the side horizontal support bars. Designed to assist in fixed cable management.

L Shaped Mounting Rail

**MODEL CODE** | **RU** | **WIDTH**
--- | --- | ---
RALM37-6 | 37RU | 600mm
RALM42-6 | 42RU | 600mm
RALM47-6 | 47RU | 600mm

Zinc coated, L shaped mounting rail for SR Series cabinets. Includes 2 right hand and 2 left hand pieces.

D & M Series Fixed Shelves

**MODEL CODE** | **DEPTH** | **FITS CABINET**
--- | --- | ---
RAFS-600 | 300mm | 600mm deep
RAFS-700 | 450mm | 700mm deep
RAFS-800 | 550mm | 800mm deep
RAFS-1000 | 730mm | 1000mm deep

Fixed shelves designed for D & M series wall mount cabinets.

ST Series Fixed Shelves

**MODEL CODE** | **DEPTH** | **FITS CABINET**
--- | --- | ---
RAFS-ST900 | 550mm | 900mm deep
RAFS-ST1000 | 650mm | 1000mm deep

Fixed shelves designed for ST Series.

SR Series Fixed Shelves

**MODEL CODE** | **DEPTH** | **FITS CABINET**
--- | --- | ---
RAFS-290 | 290mm | 550mm deep
NEW RAFS-340 | 340mm | 600mm deep
RAFS-350 | 350mm | 600mm deep
RAFS-450 | 450mm | 700mm deep
RAFS-550 | 550mm | 800mm deep
RAFS-900 | 650mm | 900mm deep
RAFS-1000 | 730mm | 1000mm deep

Fixed shelves designed for SR series.

19" Sliding Shelf

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE** | **DEPTH** | **MAX LOAD**
--- | --- | --- | ---
RASS-400 | 1RU | 300mm | 600mm deep
RASS-500 | 1RU | 300mm | 700mm deep
RASS-600 | 2RU | 300mm | 1000mm deep
RASS-700 | 2RU | 300mm | 900mm deep
RASS-800 | 2RU | 300mm | 900mm deep
RASS-900 | 2RU | 300mm | 800mm deep
RASS-1000 | 2RU | 300mm | 800mm deep

19" Cantilever Shelf

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE** | **DEPTH** | **MAX LOAD**
--- | --- | --- | ---
RACS-300 | 1RU | 315mm | 15kg
RACS-400 | 1RU | 415mm | 18kg
RACS2-400 | 2RU | 415mm | 38kg

19" Sliding Shelf

**MODEL CODE** | **DEPTH** | **FITS CABINET**
--- | --- | ---
RASS-400 | 300mm | 600mm deep
RASS-500 | 300mm | 700mm deep
RASS-600 | 300mm | 900mm deep